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CS 687
Jana Kosecka

Advanced topics
Deep q-learning

These slides were created by Dan Klein, Pieter Abbeel and Anca Dragan for CS188 Intro to AI at UC Berkeley.  

Deep Q-learning 

§ Previously Q(s,a) function approximation 
§ Learn optimal linear weighting of the features
§ Analogy with the recursive least squares – update the weights 

§ Can we use more complicated functions and avoid the feature 
selection stage 
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Deep Q-learning
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§ Atari game break out 

Deep Q-learning
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Experience Replay
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Experience Replay
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Atari Breakout 

§ Video Deep Q-learning
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V1eYniJ0Rnk
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So Far: Foundational Methods

Now: Advanced Applications
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Robotic Helicopters

Motivating Example

n How do we execute a task like this?
[VIDEO: tictoc_results.wmv]
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Autonomous Helicopter Flight

§ Key challenges:
§ Track helicopter position and orientation during flight
§ Decide on control inputs to send to helicopter

Autonomous Helicopter Setup

On-board inertial 
measurement unit (IMU)

Send out controls to 
helicopter

Position
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HMM for Tracking the Helicopter

§ State:
§ Measurements: [observation update]

§ 3-D coordinates from vision, 3-axis magnetometer, 3-axis gyro, 3-axis accelerometer

§ Transitions (dynamics): [time elapse update]
§ st+1 = f (st, at) + wt f: encodes helicopter dynamics, w: noise

s = (x, y, z,�, ✓, , ẋ, ẏ, ż, �̇, ✓̇,  ̇)

Helicopter MDP

§ State:

§ Actions (control inputs):
§ alon :  Main rotor longitudinal cyclic pitch control (affects pitch rate)
§ alat :  Main rotor latitudinal cyclic pitch control (affects roll rate)
§ acoll : Main rotor collective pitch (affects main rotor thrust)
§ arud : Tail rotor collective pitch (affects tail rotor thrust)

§ Transitions (dynamics):
§ st+1 = f (st, at) + wt

[f encodes helicopter dynamics]
[w is a probabilistic noise model]

§ Can we solve the MDP yet?

s = (x, y, z,�, ✓, , ẋ, ẏ, ż, �̇, ✓̇,  ̇)
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Problem: What’s the Reward?

§ Reward for hovering:

RL: Helicopter Flight

[Andrew Ng] [Video: HELICOPTER]
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Problem for More General Case: What’s the Reward?

§ Rewards for “Flip”? 

§ Problem: what’s the target trajectory?

§ Just write it down by hand?

Flips (?)

[VIDEO: 20061204---bad.wmv]
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Helicopter Apprenticeship?

21

Demonstrations
[VIDEO: airshow_unaligned.wmv]
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Learning a Trajectory

• HMM-like generative model
– Dynamics model used as HMM transition model
– Demos are observations of hidden trajectory

• Problem: how do we align observations to hidden 
trajectory?

Demo 1

Demo 2

Hidden

Abbeel, Coates, Ng, IJRR 2010

Probabilistic Alignment using a Bayes’ Net

§ Dynamic Time Warping
(Needleman&Wunsch 1970, Sakoe&Chiba, 1978)

§ Extended Kalman filter / smoother

Demo 1

Demo 2

Hidden

Abbeel, Coates, Ng, IJRR 2010
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Aligned Demonstrations
[VIDEO: airshow_unaligned.wmv]

Alignment of Samples

§ Result: inferred sequence is much cleaner!
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Learned Behavior

[Abbeel, Coates, Quigley, Ng, 2010][VIDEO: airshow_trimmed.wmv]

Learning a model for MDP

§ Before state transtion probabilities and rewards known
§ These are usually not given 
§ We can have a simulator and observed a set of trails
§ Estimate T(s,a,s’) as number of times we took actio a in 

state a we got to state s’/number of times we too action a in 
state s
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Continuous State MDP

§ To obtain a model – learn one 

§ Given a simulator – execute some random policy

§ Record actions and states – learn a model of dynamics

§ For linear model find such A and B to fit best the observed 

sequences, Get a deterministic model

§ Stochastic model 

§ Or you can use locally weighted linear regression (to learn a 

non-linear model) 

st+1 = Ast +Bat

st+1 = Ast +Bat +εt

Appoximate Value Function

§ E.g. linear combination of features (some functions of state) 
§ Approximate value function as

§ Now how to adopt value iteration ? 
§ Idea – repeatedly fit the values of parameters of value 

function  

V (s) =ΘTϕ(s)

Θ
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Fitted Value Iteration

13

description below—to approximate the value function as a linear or non-linear
function of the states:

V (s) = θTφ(s).

Here, φ is some appropriate feature mapping of the states.
For each state s in our finite sample of m states, fitted value itera-

tion will first compute a quantity y(i), which will be our approximation
to R(s) + γmaxa Es′∼Psa

[V (s′)] (the right hand side of Equation 7). Then,
it will apply a supervised learning algorithm to try to get V (s) close to
R(s) + γmaxa Es′∼Psa

[V (s′)] (or, in other words, to try to get V (s) close to
y(i)).

In detail, the algorithm is as follows:

1. Randomly sample m states s(1), s(2), . . . s(m) ∈ S.

2. Initialize θ := 0.

3. Repeat {

For i = 1, . . . , m {

For each action a ∈ A {

Sample s′1, . . . , s
′

k ∼ Ps(i)a (using a model of the MDP).

Set q(a) = 1
k

!k
j=1R(s(i)) + γV (s′j)

// Hence, q(a) is an estimate ofR(s(i))+γEs′∼P
s(i)a

[V (s′)].

}

Set y(i) = maxa q(a).

// Hence, y(i) is an estimate ofR(s(i))+γmaxa Es′∼P
s(i)a

[V (s′)].

}

// In the original value iteration algorithm (over discrete states)

// we updated the value function according to V (s(i)) := y(i).

// In this algorithm, we want V (s(i)) ≈ y(i), which we’ll achieve

// using supervised learning (linear regression).

Set θ := argminθ
1
2

!m
i=1

"

θTφ(s(i))− y(i)
#2

}

Fitted Value Iteration

§ Converge to optimal value function 
§ Issues: how to choose the features, how to choose the policy
§ You cannot pre-compute the policy for each state 
§ Only when you are in some state, select the policy 

§ LQR - Continuous state space, action space 
special form of reward function 
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For Perspective: Darpa Robotics Challenge (2015)

How About Continuous Control, e.g., Locomotion?
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A Approximating policies with neural networks
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Figure 4: Neural network architecture for the locomotion domain: Two fully connected hidden lay-
ers transform the input to the mean µ of a Normal distribution from which the controls are sampled.

To represent the stochastic policy ⇡✓, we use a neural network with weights ✓. The network maps the
observations to a set of parameters indexing the probability distribution that is then used to sample
the controls for the rollouts. We now describe the architecture used in the respective domains in
more detail.
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Neural network architecture:

Input: joint angles and velocities
Output: joint torques
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Figure 1: Robot models used for locomotion experiments, instantiated in MuJoCo physics simulator.
The three models on the left are constrained to two dimensions and are called the swimmer, hopper,
and walker—these models were used for the main experimental comparisons.

two other approaches: reward-weighted regression (RWR) [23]4 and the cross entropy method. All
of the methods were used to optimize the same neural-network parameterization of the policy.5 A
detailed listing of parameters used in the experiment is provided in Appendix E. We include the
classic cart-pole balancing task in additional to the more challenging locomotion domains, based on
the formulation from Barto et al. [24].

Learning curves of the policy optimization methods are shown in Figure 2. Our vine algorithm was
able to solve all of the tasks, learning a stable and naturalistic gait for the 2D hopper and walker.
The single path algorithm exhibits the best looking learning curves (the most reliably monotonic
improvement of total expected cost), but it did not yield a locomotion controller for the 2D walker;
instead, it yielded a controller that stood up but did not bother to move.

The cross-entropy method was not able to solve any of the tasks other than cart-pole, presumably
because it does not perform well for optimization problems with more than a couple dozen parame-
ters. Reward-weighted regression also performed reasonably well on the tasks, which is consistent
with the fact that it is performing gradient-based optimization of the policy, thus it can be expected
to scale with the number of parameters.6

We have also obtained promising preliminary results optimizing control policies for a 3D humanoid
model, which has 51 state dimensions and 19 actuators, using the single path algorithm. While the
initial policy falls over immediately, after several hundred iterations of policy iteration, we obtain a
policy that make substantial forward progress and survives for more than ten seconds before falling
over. Learning curves are shown in Figure 2.

6.2 Atari Domain

Next, we studied invested applied our algorithms to learn learn policies for playing Atari games,
using raw images as input. These games require a variety of different behaviors, such as dodging
bullets and hitting balls with paddles. Some games are made more difficult by the timing of when
rewards are delivered; for example, in most games, no immediate penalty is received after losing a
life. The diversity of the games makes Atari an interesting testbed for reinforcement learning. We
tested our policy optimization algorithms on the same seven games that Mnih et al. [5] reported
results on, since theirs is the only prior work on this domain that uses raw images as input, so that
work is the only meaningful reference for comparison.

As for the mundane implementation details, we first convert the images to grayscale and downsample
by a factor of four. We use the last four images as input to the policy. The policy is represented by a
convolutional neural network, whose structure is shown in Figure 5.

4We implemented the following variant of reward-weighted regression. First, sample a set of trajectories
from the stochastic policy. Select the top 10% of trajectories that achieve the lowest total cost. Then use
L-BFGS to maximize the log-likelihood of all of the controls performed along those trajectories.

5 We reduced the number of hidden units for the cross-entropy method, which improved its performance.
6 The learning curves slightly overstate the performance of RWR, though, because the experiment with

RWR used a single initial state, whereas the other methods used a distribution over initial states. Using a
single initial state was necessary for good performance of our implementation of RWR, but there may be some
modifications that make RWR suitable for a distribution of initial states.
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Robot models in physics simulator
(MuJoCo, from Emo Todorov)
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Learning Locomotion

[Schulman, Moritz, Levine, Jordan, Abbeel, 2015]

Deep RL: Virtual Stuntman

[Peng, Abbeel, Levine, van de Panne, 2018]
Pieter Abbeel -- UC Berkeley | Gradescope | Covariant.AI
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Quadruped

§ Low-level control problem: moving a foot into a new location 

à search with successor function ~ moving the motors

§ High-level control problem: where should we place the feet? 

§ Reward function R(x) = w . f(s)    [25 features]

[Kolter, Abbeel & Ng, 2008]

§ Demonstrate path across the “training terrain”

§ Learn the reward function
§ Receive “testing terrain”---height map. 

§ Find the optimal policy with respect to the learned reward 
function for crossing the testing terrain.

Reward Learning + Reinforcement Learning

[Kolter, Abbeel & Ng, 2008]
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Without reward learning

With reward learning
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§ 150 mile off-road robot race 
across the Mojave desert

§ Natural and manmade hazards
§ No driver, no remote control
§ No dynamic passing

Grand Challenge 2005: Barstow, CA, to Primm, NV

Autonomous Vehicles

Autonomous vehicle slides adapted from Sebastian Thrun
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Grand Challenge 2005 Nova Video

[VIDEO: nova-race-supershort.mp4]

Grand Challenge 2005 – Bad

[VIDEO: grand challenge – bad.wmv]
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An Autonomous Car

5 Lasers
Camera

Radar

E-stop
GPS

GPS compass
6 Computers

IMU Steering motor
Control Screen

Actions: Steering Control

Reference Trajectory

Error

Velocity

Steering 
Angle

(with respect 
to trajectory)
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Laser Readings for Flat / Empty Road

1
23

Laser Readings for Road with Obstacle

DZ
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Raw Measurements: 12.6% false positives

Obstacle Detection

Trigger if |Zi-Zj| > 15cm for nearby zi, zj

xt+2xt xt+1

zt+2zt zt+1

Probabilistic Error Model

GPS
IMU

GPS
IMU

GPS
IMU
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HMM Inference: 0.02% false positivesRaw Measurements: 12.6% false positives

HMMs for Detection

Sensors: Camera
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Vision for a Car

Vision for a Car
[VIDEO: lidar vision for a car]
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Self-Supervised Vision
[VIDEO: self-supervised vision]

Urban Environments
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Google Self-Driving Car (2013)
[VIDEO: ROBOTICS – gcar.m4v]

(mostly lidar)

Recent Progress: NN Semantic Scene Segmentation

PSPNet50
~ neural net classifies every pixel
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Self-Driving Cars -- Stats

Pieter Abbeel -- UC Berkeley | Gradescope | Covariant.AI

Self-Driving Cars -- Stats
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Energy-Inference-Accuracy Landscape on the Squeezelator

64

ImageNet  energy-accuracy for different NNs

SqueezeNext vs 
SqueezeNet/AlexNet

• 8% more accurate

• 2.25x better than SqueezeNet

• 7.5x better than AlexNet

* MobileNet
v1

[slide credit: Kurt Keutzer]


